This paper describes a controlled interactive information retrieval experiment on how readers assess relevance of retrieved documents in a foreign language they know well.
is a strong argument for extending the evaluation measure to cater for context effects in addition to the more traditional experimental topical relevance measures.
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CROSS-LINGUALITY AND READING
For people in cultures all around the world, competence in more than one language is quite common. The European cultural area is typical in that respect. Many people, especially those engaged in intellectual activities, are familiar with more than one language and have some acquaintance with several. People are naturally multilingual if given the opportunity to acquire several languages in natural settings.
Languages are tools tied to tasks. For any one task, typically people have one language they prefer to use it in. In general, while people may have passing or working knowledge of more than one language, it is not common for people to have equal competence in many: the first language, or the school language, or the workplace language will tend to be stronger for whatever task the language in question typically is employed for. And what language is the preferred tool for what task is not necessary fixed for an individual -for some tasks the workplace language may be better suited, for some tasks, the individual's first language. In general, it is safe to claim that linguistic competence is not a binary matter: people know a language to some extent, greater or lesser. Most published work on multilingual or
In the following experiments we have used test queries, test collections, and relevance assessments established for them in the interactive track of CLEF. The test protocol for that year's interactive experiments are given in detail in an overview paper (Gonzalo and Oard, 2003) .
QUERY CONSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT ENVIRONMENT -TOWARDS REAL-LIFE SCENARIOS
3.1 Task-based approach to query construction, relevance assessment and evaluation Generally, topicality, or aboutness, has been the main criterion for relevance (Saracevic, 1996 and Mizzaro, 1997) in information retrieval experiments (essentially since Cleverdon et al, 1966) . Other criteria have important roles to play, especially criteria related to the task and domain at hand. For interactive information retrieval experiments, we propose to expand the original query with information about context.
In this study, we want to relate the relevance assessment to a specific task situation, giving the subject a more realistic situation including a domain description, to afford us the possibility to investigate if the relevance assessment situation involves criteria beyond topicality.
To generalize from overly task-neutral information retrieval experiment scenarios, participants were grouped into different task scenarios (Hackos and Redish, 1998) .
We used a method that includes two different domain scenarios. For each scenario, we designed a two level description framework. Both scenarios were derived and designed from two real-life work-task situations and thus differ slightly from the simulated work-tasks described by e.g. Brajnic et al., 1995; Borlund, 2000 and Ruthven et. al., (2002) . The two-level scenario and description were designed as follows: the first level contains a short description of the domain and of general worktasks or routines usually performed within this domain. The second level contains a situational description including the topic of the query and a search task description:
The goal with the two-level scenario and description is to give the experimental query a context resembling a real life work-task as well as closer to a real-life informationseeking situation (Hansen and Järvelin, 2000) . In this way, the scenarios would allow the participant a) a broader understanding of the actual information-seeking situation, and b) to perform a task-oriented interpretation of the relevance. So, for each scenario there was one general description level and four different situational descriptions corresponding to the four i-CLEF queries selected for the study (C053; C056; C065; and C080). The designed domains for scenario A and B (see below), were assigned randomly to the participants: 
RELEVANCE ASSESSMENT IN THE INFORMATION ACCESS PROCESS
While we do know that reading about strange things in strange genres takes more effort (e.g. Zwaan, 1993 ) than reading about them in familiar genres or familiar cultural contexts, and that reading a language we do not know well is hard work, and something we only attempt if we believe it is worth the effort, we do not know how those sensations of expended effort translate to the information access situation.
Studies on user-centered relevance assessment have previously shown that users take a very large number of factors into account when judging usefulness of documents (e.g. Barry, 1994; Schamber, 1994; Barry and Schamber, 1998 ) -but the interplay of processing a second language and judging the various factors has not been studied.
Relating the various tentative factors expounded on in the literature to cognitive processing will no doubt provide further insight in the relative weight of them; crosslinguistic processing will be a way to tease the factors apart. This present study is a first step in that direction.
One of the major tasks for a user of information access systems is to judge or assess the trustworthiness and usefulness of documents in a retrieved set. Information access systems deliver results which on a good day hold up to forty per cent relevant items (cf. e.g. results from TREC in recent years 5 ) as per standard evaluative measures involving topical relevance as originally formally defined by Cleverdon et al (1966) .
Relevance has been a debated concept in information retrieval research ever since it first was operationalized, and it can be analysed in various ways (cf. e.g. Mizzaro, 1997; Saracevic, 1996; and Cosijn & Ingwersen, 2000 who discuss various components of relevance). In recent experiments, a graded scale of relevance has been adopted by many sites (cf NTCIR 6 ; Kekäläinen and Järvelin, 2002) . However relevance is defined, in an information access situation it is up to the reader to refine the retrieved results for the particular task at hand, to winnow out the good stuff from the bad in a selection step of interaction with information (e.g. Hearst, 1999; Oard, 2001 ). This is a reading task of sorts. It involves judging documents by information from document title alone or by a brief glance at the document. We do know that readers in general are efficient and consistent in performing this task and that reading is a multi-faceted task where several different strategies can be employed (e.g. Vipond and Hunt, 1984) . We know that familiarity and practice with a domain improves reading comprehension and reader confidence in general, but document assessment situations have yet to be studied in detail: we do know some of the features a reader focuses but not all of them, nor how they are combined to make a relevance judgment. And how this task, as yet fairly unstudied, is influenced by the introduction of several languages or by surrounding context of information need or information seeking task we know even less of.
EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY AND STUDY SET-UP

Experiment overview
We set up an experiment where Swedish first-language speakers, fluent in English as determined by self-report, were given one of several simulated information seeking scenarios and presented with retrieval results in both languages. They were then asked to rate the retrieved text documents by relevance.
The tasks were built around pre-formulated information retrieval evaluation queries from i-CLEF as mentioned above. Each subject was given four queries. The results were measured and compared by language and by task scenario as regards assessment time and agreement with official CLEF relevance judgments. Group D, the users were given a minimal terse one-sentence query (see Table 1 ). What genes have been identified that are the source of or contribute to the cause of diseases or developmental disorders in human beings? Narrative A document that identifies a gene or reports that a gene has been discovered that is the source of any type of disease, syndrome, behavioral or developmental disorder in humans is relevant. Any document that reports the discovery of a defective gene that causes problems in humans is relevant, but reports of diseases and disorders that are caused by the absence of a gene are not relevant.
Experiment set-up
Participants
The study involved 28 participants with a variety of academic and professional backgrounds. There were 8 participants in Group A and B and D each and 4 participants in Group C 7 . The participants were university students (8) and trained professionals (20). 11 participants were male and 17 female, with an average age of 35. By self-report the participants had an overall high experience searching webbased search engines and an overall low experience in searching commercial databases and using machine translation tools. Average English competence 7 The original study involved four participants each under conditions A, B, and C. Later, more participants were added -four each for A and B, and eight for a terse condition D, designed to be even less informative than the original C. We still retained the four participants in group C for most result analyses reported below.
(subjective) was 3,83 on a 1 to 5 Likert scale (1=low and 5=high): one 2, three 3's, fourteen 4's, eight 5's.
Data
The document databases consisted of the CLEF databases of newsprint for the years 1994 and 1995. The material was in two languages, Swedish and English. The
Swedish material was from Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (TT), a wire service, and the English material from the Los Angeles Times, a daily newspaper. The Tidningarnas
Telegrambyrå corpus contained feature articles as well as short telegrams; The Los
Angeles Times corpus contained all published materials from the paper newspaper.
System
Sets of ranked result lists were produced in Swedish using Siteseeker, a commercial web-based search system by Euroseek AB, on the Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå CLEF corpus and English using Inquery on the Los Angeles Times CLEF corpus. The canned ranked results were put up as HTML pages in a simulated search system built to resemble a bare-bones web search engine, displayed via a web browser of the user's choice, and linked to the actual documents, which were displayed with clickable buttons to be used for relevance ranking. A simple logging tool noted the relevance assessment made and the time taken to make the assessment after display of the document.
Scenario
The participants were divided into 4 groups. Group A and B were given queries with enhanced contextual and situational information through a workplace scenariodescriptions involving a domain with relevant work-tasks, Group C was given plain i-CLEF queries, Group D was given only a minimal amount of contextual information in the form of a terse one sentence query. The set-up is summarized in Table 2 . Cf.
Appendix B for an example of the different versions.
Search tasks/Queries.
The four queries used at the interactive track at CLEF 2002 were used in both languages: queries 53, 56, 65, and 80. Query 86 was used for a practice run. The queries are summarized in Table 2 . 
Questionnaires (Semi-open and open questions).
The participants filled out a questionnaire at various points in the study. The data was collected both by semi-structured questions and Likert scale of 1 to 5 or for some items 1 to 3.
Relevance categories
The interface presented the participants with four action buttons for each document corresponding one of four assessments: "not relevant" "somewhat relevant", "relevant", and "don't know". In practice, the category "don't know" was used only in a handful of cases, which were excluded from further study.
Experiment procedure
The participants were asked to answer some initial questions. After that, participants in groups A or B were asked to read through a workplace scenario carefully and try to act within the assigned scenario as well as possible. Then participants were asked to use the simulated search system. The interface was built to resemble a simple search system and the subjects were indirectly led to believe the rationale of the study was to evaluate retrieval algorithms. At the interface, the subjects were instructed to read through the query, to retrieve the ranked list for it, and to thereafter assess retrieved items in the ranked list. No instructions were given as to the number of documents to assess: subject to time constraints, the participants were allowed to assess any number for each query -to allow strategy variation to be studied (see section 6.2 below). A maximum of two hours was set for each participant for the entire experiment and a 25 minute time limit for each query, with some time scheduled for introduction, questionnaires, and final survey. After the assessment participants were asked to answer a fixed set of questions related to the query and the work task. This fixed set of questions was repeated after each of the four queries. Finally, after the last query, participants were asked to answer a last set of de-briefing questions. 
Dependent variable 1: Assessment effort
One of the dependent variables measured is assessment time in seconds. We interpret display time as an admittedly crude but most likely relatively valid estimate of intellectual effort spent on understanding and assessing text relevance and quality.
Assessment time was measured from the point where the text of a document is displayed to a reader to the point where a reader presses one of the four relevance assessment buttons. In the cases where a reader returns to the same document to reassess it -which happened a small number of times -the two assessment times are added and the latter judgment retained. Four outlier observations with assessment times from an arbitrarily set threshold of five minutes up to a maximum observed fifteen minutes for one text were excluded from the experiment 8 -the experiment ran without supervision and subjects may have been interrupted by other activities at times. The retained observed assessment times range from one second to just over three minutes.
Dependent variable 2: Agreement with CLEF relevance judgments
The second dependent variable is based on the relevance assessment given by the subject in one of three categories: "Relevant", "Somewhat relevant", and "Not relevant". (The fourth alternative, "Don't know", was not used frequently enough to warrant inclusion in the analysis.)
Since the experiment relied on previously made relevance judgments from the CLEF evaluation, this variable was scored by agreement with the original CLEF assessments. Each individual assessment was judged by how well it agrees with the official CLEF relevance judgments, which are given as either "Relevant" or "Not equivalence between subject assessment with CLEF score: a score of 1 would mean that all documents the participant assessed as "Relevant" were in fact scored "Relevant" by official CLEF assessments; a score of less than one means that the participant assessed some documents "Relevant" which were not so scored by the CLEF assessors. Thus the agreement is a precision oriented measure: a recall-oriented measure would not be meaningful given the time constraints for the experiment.
RESULTS
Assessment effort
Cross-language effects on assessment effort
Our hypotheses included that results for assessment in a foreign, albeit near-native competence, language would be more time-consuming and taxing than those for the first language. This was confirmed by the study. as shown in Figure 4 . The table also shows that scenario has effect on time within the native language. A considerable difference in time can be observed between the group with scenario (A) and the group with a terse query, while in a non-native language, the interaction time was almost the same for each group except for the scenario B. 
Topic effects on assessment effort
Topic has an effect on assessment time (p >0.95; Kruskal-Wallis) as shown in Figure   5 . This is hardly surprising: some retrieval topics are simply more difficult in a given collection. 
Assessment process
Scenario effects on assessment process
Some aspects of the relevance assessment in a contextually enhanced experiment can be expected to extend beyond traditional measures of topicality. Two questionnaire items were added to take this into account: one to separate aspects of relevance from each other (cf. appendix C) and another to separate retrieval strategies from each other (cf. appendix D).
After each query, all participants were asked what aspects of relevance judgments were of importance for their assessment. Table 4 shows a comparison between groups A and B, where participants were given context scenarios, how many times a participant reported having used such aspects in assessing the retrieved results for a topic. Each group had eight subjects and each participant assessed four queries -32 being the maximum score. More than one answer was permitted. After the entire experimental session of four queries, the participants were asked what retrieval strategy they had employed. More than one answer was permitted. Different strategies were used in both groups. For groups A and B, where participants were given contextual scenarios, high recall was considered important and set-by-set strategies were almost not used at all. In contrast, groups C and D, where participants had no or little contextual scenario information, the high precision strategy was more preponderant. 6 + 7 = 13 1 + 0 = 1 14 One-by-one 3 + 4 = 7 4 + 3 = 7 14 "Set-by-set" 0 + 1 = 1 1 + 2 = 3 4 N=16 N=12 N=28
Legend:
"High precision": Important to find some relevant documents "High recall": Important to find many potentially relevant documents "One-by-one": I went through the documents one by one for relevance assessment "Set-by-set": First I assessed one set of document and saved the relevant documents in a pool and then another set of documents, assessing relevance for each set separately.
In summary, it is clear from the questionnaire responses that the scenario information influenced the participant's perception of the assessment process.
Assessment agreement
Foreign-language texts assessed less well
Given the extra effort invested into reading the English texts, as evidenced by the time difference, it is somewhat surprising to find that the results of the assessments were significantly less reliable for English than for Swedish (p > 0.95; Mann Whitney U). Results are shown in Figure 7 for the three cases described in Section 4.4.3 above. 
Scenario effects on assessment agreement
Comparing results for the different groups we find no significant differences between any of the conditions, as shown in Figure 9 . The study confirmed our initial hypothesis that assessing texts in a foreign language would be more work: more time was spent on English than on Swedish texts. Given the extra effort invested into reading the English texts it is somewhat surprising -and in fact, contrary to our expectations -to find the added cross-lingual handicap in that the results of the assessments were significantly less reliable for English than for Swedish. This effect was especially noticeable for the most difficult query -the one that was most difficult in Swedish was even more difficult in English.
These results have two immediate sets of ramifications for the design and deployment of cross-lingual and multilingual information access systems. For those of us who make it our business to design information access systems it provides us with a challenge -how can we close the gap. For those of us who provide information for a multilingual audience it gives us pause to think about which languages we should make an effort to cater for. As a general cautionary word it is worth remembering that presenting large numbers of documents to users if it is likely they will not be able to determine their usefulness is a waste at best and a trustworthiness and reliability risk at worst.
Scenario information changed the assessment process but left no trace in results
The various scenarios did make a difference for the assessment process. The subjects reported having taken different aspects of the target texts into account, and the difference in time spent was significant. So giving subjects more information about the scenario means they spend more time working on the search task, and by selfreport the subjects used differing strategies to pick out documents for perusal depending on scenario. This would seem to be a good thing -subjects do pay attention to the information given to them and presumably that time is spent in some intellectual process during the search experiment.
But the results in terms of agreement with the predetermined relevance judgments were no different from scenario to scenario. The extra intellectual effort expended does not translate into results, neither improvement nor deterioration, in terms of the metrics commonly in use in retrieval system evaluation.
There are two tentative explanations for this result. A discouraging explanation may be that the scenario information serves to confuse the subjects. The subjects may have entered a wait loop for some seconds for each document they view and only once they shake off the initial confusion caused by the scenario information, do they perform as well as the unperturbed C group subjects.
The fact that the subjects reported taking different aspects into account seems to contradict this explanation. The other, and in our view, the more likely explanation is that the bloodless evaluation methodology developed and refined in TREC and CLEF conferences in the past years does not capture the aspects of information access behaviour we intend to model in interactive contextual retrieval.
These results or, rather, non-results translate into a persuasive argument for overhauling and extending the target concept of relevance and attendant evaluation metrics if interactive and contextual information access is to be evaluated in any formal manner. Generally, traditional information retrieval experiments are based on algorithmic and topical relevance. In this study we have seen that other aspects do count in the relevance assessment. A document that identifies a gene or reports that a gene has been discovered that is the source of any type of disease, syndrome, and behavioral or developmental disorder in humans is relevant. Any document that reports the discovery of a defective gene that causes problems in humans is relevant, but reports of diseases and disorders that are caused by the absence of a gene are not relevant.
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